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Abstract 
 Traditionally, marketing used to be only 
accountable for driving awareness and interest. But 
as digital technology arms the buyers with more 
opinion- shaping information like reviews, social 
media, content, forums, so marketing is taken as an 
important content which is more responsibility for 
sales. In essence the marketing function is the study 
of marketing forces and factors and the 
development of a company’s position to optimise its 
benefit from them. In present scenario it is very 

difficult for any business without marketing.  
So marketing plays an important role in boosting up 
the sales in business. Due to the technological 
development the marketing department in any 
company plays a vital role in framing the strategy in 
order to compete with the competitors. This 
research will inform about marketing and its 
concepts, importance, role of E-marketing and 
function of marketing management. 
Keywords: Marketing, importance of marketing,  
E-marketing, marketing management. 

 

Introduction 

 Many large and small organizations seek success. A myriad factor contributes in making a 

business successful- strategy, dedicated employees, good information systems, excellent 

implementation. However, today successful companies have one thing in common. Like Nike, 

their success comes from a strong customer focus and heavy commitment to marketing. These 

companies share an absolute dedication to sensing, serving and satisfying the needs of customers 

in well-defined markets. They motivate everyone in the organisation to deliver high quality and 

superior value for their customers which leads to high levels of customer, market share and 

profits. 

 Many people think that only large companies operating are highly developed in economies but 

sound marketing is critical to success in every organisation, whether large or small, domestic or 

global. In the business sector, marketing spread most rapidly in customer packaged-goods 

companies, consumer durable companies and industrial equipment companies. Within the past 

few decades, however, consumer service firms, especially airline, insurance and financial services 

companies have also adopted modern marketing practices. Business groups such as lawyers, 

accountants, medical practitioners and architects too have interest in marketing, to advertise and 

price their services aggressively. Marketing has also become a vital component in the strategies of 

many non-profit organisations such as schools, charities, hospitals performing arts groups and 

even police department. 

 

Study of Marketing 

 There are many different approaches to the study of the marketing subject. While the variety 

of approaches contributes to the dynamism of marketing scholarship, the same diversity may 

confuse readers who expect marketing to be a unified subject. Readers may think that marketers 

are being contradictory when actually they represent different approaches to the subject. To 

begin with it is important to distinguish the practice of marketing from its academic study. From 
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earliest recorded history markets have existed as a means of bringing producer and customers 

together. One might also point to medieval countries as being early consumers[McCracken, 1990]. 

On the other hand, it can be argued that it is wrong to reach back into history in order to label 

practices.  

 
Concept of Marketing 

 There are five distinctive marketing concept types or approaches to achieve effective 

marketing.  

 The Production Concept 

 The Product Concept 

 The Selling Concept 

 The Marketing Concept 

 The Societal Marketing Concept 

 

Getting Word Out 

 For a business to succeed, the product or service must be known to potential buyers. Unless 

your business is known in the community and have communication with your customers are readily 

available, you have to use marketing strategies to create product or service awareness. Without 

marketing, your potential customers may never be aware of your business offerings and your 

business may not be given the opportunity to progress and succeed. It promotes your product and 

service in which company provides your business with a chance of being discovered by prospective 

customers. 

 
Higher Sales 

 Once your product, service of a company gets on the radar screen of your prospects, it 

increases your chances in which consumers will like to purchase. As awareness becomes a reality, 

it also points where new customers start to spread the word, telling friends and family about the 

new product they discovered. Your sales will steadily increase as the word spreads. Without 

employing marketing strategies, these sales may not have ever happened without sales, a 

company cannot succeed. 

 

Company Reputation 

 The success of a company often rests on a solid reputation. Marketing builds brand name 

recognition or product with a company. When a company reaches the high expectations of the 

public, its reputation stands on firmer ground. As your reputation grows, the business expands and 

sales increase. The reputation of your company is built through active participation in community 

programs, effective communication externally of quality products or services, which are created 

or supported by marketing efforts. 

 

Healthy Competition 

 Marketing also focus on environment for healthy competition. Marketing efforts get the word 

out on pricing of products and services, which not only reaches the intended consumers, but also 

reaches other companies competing for the consumers‟ business. As opposed to companies that 

have a monopoly on products and services that can charge almost any price, marketing helps the 

keep price competitive for a business to try to win over consumers before its competition does. 

Without competition well known companies would continue to sell while lesser known companies 
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or new companies would stand little chance of ever becoming successful. Marketing facilitates the 

healthy competition that allows small businesses and new businesses to be successful and grow in 

the marketplace. 

 

Role of Marketing in Business 

 The consumers can better understand by knowing more about the consumers and also 

analysing ways of providing their needs. The information curve of the marketer's can be enhanced 

based on the growing information of the customer's. It is highly significant to deliver the correct 

goods and products to the consumers with precision, in order for the consumers to be satisfied. A 

cheap and extensive, method of communication is the E-mail. Electronic marketing can also be 

used in the scenario of Customer loyalty. The buying behaviour of the consumers are tracked by 

the companies, for which in depth databases are created.Another business scenario where online 

marketing is utilized is globalised reach. Online marketing is used for an organization to obtain 

competitive intelligence. It is useful for the competitor's to analyse our market information using 

the World Wide Web, and vice-versa. 

 Corporate recruitments are another sector utilizing online marketing resources. Workers, 

advisors, government papers, specialty trades or common contractors can be traced using the 

above mentioned method. [REEDY, J. & SCHULLO, S., 2004] 

 

Functions of marketing management 

 Every business companies hold a separate department for marketing which has an important 

role of managing all the marketing function. The following are some of the important role which 

the marketing department should do to manage all the marketing activities. 

 
Buying 

 It is an important function in all business concerns. The manufacturing firms are required to 

purchase huge quantities of raw materials and other requisites. The trading firms buy goods for 

the purpose of selling than to others. Buying activity is interlinked with the selling activity. 

Economy and efficiency in a buying function on the part of the manufacturers or traders will 

enable them to earn more profits. Properly speaking, buying involves taking a few important 

decisions such as quantity, quality and variety required to be purchased and calls for determining 

the time of purchase, source of supply, and the terms of purchase. 

 

Selling  

 The primary objective of a business enterprise is realised through the activity of selling by 

way of supplying goods and services to the consumers. “Selling is the process whereby goods and 

services finally flew to the consumers who need then and the firm performs its function of 

distributing its products among consumers.” 

The most common methods adopted for demand creation are:  

1. Personal selling i.e. the engagement of salesmen to convince the consumers about the 

usefulness of the products. 

2. Advertising i.e. appealing to sate basic needs car instincts of the consumers and inspiring than 

to accept or buy the products. 

Transportation 

 In marketing, transport discharges an important function since the entire activities of 

assembling and dispersal of goods are done with the help of same forms of transport. Transport 
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imparts place utility to goods by moving than from different centres of production to the places of 

consumption. 

There are several means of transport which may be grouped under three heads:  

• Land transport,  

• Water transport and  

• Air transport. 

 Motor; trucks and railways are the two principal forms of land transport. Water transport 

comprises inland and foreign shipping. Air transport was confined to the carrying of passengers so 

long, but gradually it is making headway as a carrier of goods.  

 

Storing 

 It is an important function of marketing. It adds both „time utility‟ and „place utility‟ to the 

goods. Further, by holding the goods in different warehouses situated at different places, it 

ensures a prompt supply of goods to those market areas where they are wanted. If transporting 

and advertising are designed to widen the market, then storage is an essential function fear 

deepening the market.  

 
Standardisation, Grading and Branding  

 A standard is an established measure or concept of quality which provides a model for 

comparison between the products of the same kind. Standards describe the nature and 

characteristics of the products with reference to shape, size, colour and performance. 

Standardisation convey the idea of uniformity and identity in respect of quality or some other 

matters. In manufacturing operations, standards play an important part in securing efficiency and 

economy. As manufactured goods are standardised in the productive process, they do not require 

any standardisation in the sphere of marketing. But farm products and mining products are 

supplied in the market in different qualities and with varying features. There is a lack of 

uniformity or standardisation in the variety of natural products available from the soil.  

 
Market Financing 

 It is an important function of both marketing and production. Like a manufacturing concern, a 

marketing enterprise requires fixed capital as well as working capital. However; this requirement 

of fixed capital is comparatively much lower than that of working capital. Working capital is 

needed in marketing to carry stocks of goods, to extend trade credit, and to meet operating 

expenses like salesmen‟s wages, advertising, transporting and office expenses. 

 

Pricing 

 Price is the governor of marketing activity, as sales are mainly circumscribed by the pricing of 

products. Price is determined by the top executives in such a way that it may bring the largest 

volume of sales with a sufficient profit margin. A number of considerations are involved in the 

pricing of products. First, the price must be high enough to cover all costs of production, but at 

the same time, low enough to attract customers. Secondly, the extent of competition that a 

particular line of product has to face in the market often influences the pricing of products. For 

the sake of competition, varying margins of profits may be required to be fixed for different 

products of an enterprise. Thirdly, methods of marketing require the determination of several 

prices for different parties, viz., wholesale price, retail price and consumer price. These price 
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differentials must be satisfactory to all parties; otherwise, traders may not push the goods in the 

market, and consumers may be driven to products of other concerns. 

 

Risk Assuming 

 In marketing, there are innumerable risks which are to be assumed either by the seller or by 

somebody else. Goods may be destroyed by fire, shipwreck, train car motor accident, flood, 

storm and a variety of other causes. They may be stolen, burgled or decayed. There are also risks 

of falling prices, bad debts or changing demands. All these risks make the cost of marketing too 

high. With a view to reducing the risks, businessmen try to shift sate risks on the shoulders of 

others, and to eliminate other risks through the adoption of safety measures. For the businessmen 

and consumers, the majority of business risks can be shifted to the insurance company against the 

payment of a money consideration known as premium. 

 
Advertising 

 For creating the demand for new products introduced in the market or for bolstering the 

demand for listing products, advertising is carried out in many cases in the form of campaigns. 

Advertising campaign refers to the systematic and organized efforts directed over a period 

towards influencing consumers‟ choice if products in the market.  

 

Conclusion 

 Marketing is the most exciting of all business sports. It is the heartbeat of every successful 

business. It is continually changing in response to the explosion of information, the expansion of 

technology, and the aggressiveness of competition, at all levels and everywhere. The ultimate 

objective of any business organisation is to increase the sales. The sales can be increased only 

when the customers came to know about the products and services. So marketing plays an 

important role to conveying information about the products and services to customers. Due to the 

technological development where the customers seek for the products through various modes of 

marketing. so the marketing department in any company should concentrate more on marketing 

their products after conducting proper marketing research. 

 Marketing research is the process or set of processes that links the products, customers, and 

end users to the marketer through information used to identify and define marketing 

opportunities and problems; generate, refine, and evaluate marketing actions; monitor marketing 

performance; and improve understanding of marketing as a process. Hence both large as well the 

small concerns pay attention to their marketing department. With the help of marketing research 

the marketing department plans all the process of promotional activities to boost up the sales 

which in turn leads to profit and success to business. 
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